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Rajsamand, Udaipur and Dungarpur districts are in the
southern part of Rajasthan, where the field trip was
an encounter of diverse social and cultural contexts.
The palaces in Udaipur and Dungarpur revealed use of
vernacular furniture in royal households. Baithak with
gaddi (floor cushion) and masnad (bolster) covered in
resplendent silk and brocade fabrics are a common feature.
Ornate sinhaasan (throne), part of royal courtrooms are
generally accompanied by a charan chowki (foot stool).
Cushioned silver bajoth (low seat) used in wedding
rituals and palna (cradle) made of silver are part of the
royal collection in Udaipur. The uninhabited palace of
Dungarpur is a site of spectacular painted artwork as
part of its interiors. Most paintings also depict a number
of furniture types. A wooden carved charpoy known as
dholio, a paata (bench) and peti (chest) were used by the
royalty.
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Among the craft communities, suthars (carpenters) are
makers of majju, a wooden storage cabinet used in
Dungarpur. A majju has a modest facade with shallow
carvings but a complex operation technique; the internal
layout consisting of about eight sequential secret
compartments. The technique of accessing a majju, known
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only to the head of the family and the suthar who made it,
is passed on through generations along with the cabinet.
The indigenous communities of Dungarpur are mainly
agrarian. Mud granaries called kothi are commonly found
in every household and the size is customised by the
quantity of the seasonal harvest. When the granary is
built with walls, it is referred to as a kotho. A variant of the
kothi is a kablo which is made from split bamboo woven
containers and plastered with an admixture of mud and
cowdung. These are generally made by women of the
house. Grinding of grains is carried out in ghatti (hand
mill grinders) made of mud and stone. Water is stored
in pitchers and pots which are placed in an in-built wall
storage called pendo. They are usually located on the
adjacent wall of the main entrance of the house. Stone
slabs are placed in the wall during construction, at set
heights to accommodate stack of pots; smaller slabs on
top to keep brass or steel tumblers. A small slab below it is
used to collect the excess water that drains into a trough.
A pendo is often complimented by khinti (hooks) on top
to hang headgear used to carry pot atop one’s head. A
damachiyo, also referred as delia is a trestle like structure
used to store mattresses. Palna made of bamboo and
bamboo hangers called vadi are also commonly found.
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1. Pendo (Water pitcher stand), 2. Kothi (Granary), 3. Majju (Cabinet), 4. Dholio (Charpoy), 5. Paat (Low table),
6. Paata (Bench), 7. Damachiyo (Storage Bench), 8. Palna (Cradle), 9. Bajoth (Low seat) & 10. Peti (Chest)
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